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A. PURPOSE

The Defense Science board (DSB) Summer Study on Countering Soviet Fire Support Systems

was established to examine and make recommendations regarding U.S. and NATO capabilities

to counter these systems.

B. BACKGROUND AND SCOPE

The Commander-in—Chief, U.S. Army Europe (CINCUSAREUR) stated in 1987 that Warsaw

Pact (WP) fire support is the number one concern for Alliance ground forces in Europe.

Although this problem has confronted NATO forces formany years, itwas only recently brought

into focus by ClNCUSAREUR’s observations of the enormous disparity between threat fire

support systems and forces and the capabilities of NATO to counter them.

Terms of Reference (TOR) for the DSB Summer Study directed the Panel to examine

capabilities, concepts of operations, and vulnerabilities of theWP fire support systems; current

U.S. plans for countering those systems; and proposed alternatives to offset the magnitude of

the disparity of forces. By definition, fire support systems include cannon and multiple rocket

launchers; target acquisition means; command, control, and communications systems; muni~

tions; and logistical systems.

C. APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

As directed, the Panel considered the following topics:

' scope of WP fire support threat

~ importance of fire support to the WP correlation of forces equations

- vulnerabilities of friendly forces to WP fire support systems

' vulnerabilities of WP fire support systems and their associated CB

facilities



U.S. and Allied competitive strategies which could exploit

asymmetries in the fire support capabilities of both sides

o coherent packages of systems to counter the WP fire support threat

D. FINDINGS i

‘

The Summer Study concludes that the disparity in firepower is currently greater than generally

recognized and represents an extremely dangerous situation for the alliance. Soviet fire

support, primarily self-propelled (SP) cannon artillery and multiple rocket launchers (MRL), has

received an inordinate fraction of total Soviet defense investment over the last twenty years.

Warsaw Pact forces have built to the level of overall force ratios they feel they necessary to

conduct an attack successfully.

NATO conventional deterrence requires the creation of uncertainty in the mind of the Soviet

commander that he can succeed based upon force ratios and related factors. In order to

conduct the formidable WP fire support threat, NATO must find ways to erode the enemy's

confidence to implement and conduct the initial attack successfully.

Four functional areas—target acquisition; weapons systems; command, control, and commu-

nications (CS); and munitions—were examined by the Summer Study. All have significant

shortcomings requiring expeditious resolution.

Technology is available to address the future threat, but neither the resources nor a long range

plan to remedy the situation are in place. Quickermeans are needed to place the technologies

rapidly into systems and inventories. Innovative modeling, analyses. and testing are required

to support the streamlined acquisition and development activities necessary to field these

technologies.

Currently programmed systems must be fielded more quickly, with plans to product improve

them later.

Both joint and combined doctrine and tactics needed to be expanded and implemented to

counter the current and evolving WP fire support systems.

E. OBSERVATlONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. WEAPONS SYSTEMS AND MUNITIONS

a. MLFtS provides the most survivable, high-rate firepower needed for counterbattery

applications. lt features improved lethalitywith current and planned munitions. and is being co-

produced by European manufacturers, assuring commonality. However, production rates.

currently dollar—limited to 44 per year, should be increased immediately by a factor of two.

MLRS munitions procurement should be increased commensurately.

b. Soviet/WP forces have increased their inventories of enhanced blast "area effect"

munitions such as Fuel Air Explosives (FAE). Additional atte
ntion should be given immediately



within the Department of Defense (DoD) to understanding and quantifying FAE munitions

properties and potential. The assessment should be completed by 1990, and munitions

developed as a result of this effort should be accelerated for fielding in Europe prior by the mid-

1990’s.

c. ln a breakthrough sector, Soviet/WP artillery forces are likely to outnumber U.S./NATO
> forces by at least 5:1. ln addition t'o this, the Soviets continue to add SP and MRL at a much

quicker rate than we do. To counter this overwhelming superiority in numbers we need to field

rapid and effective point kill systems. Fielding of the MLRS version of SADARM should be

accelerated, to arrive in Europe by the early 1990’s. The development and procurement of

MLRS-deliveredwide areamines should also be accelerated. with a goal of RDT&E completed

by 1991 and deployment in quantities in Europe by 1996.

d. An advanced cannon system for fielding in the late 1990's should be considered.

Improvements would include increased range and a major increase in firepower rates.

Personnel savings from smaller crew sizes could be used to field additional fire support systems

to counter the threat. Multiple candidate technologies are currently being assessed that could

accomplish the above goals, to include unicharge, liquid propellant (LP), electrothermal (ET)
and electromagnetic (EM) propulsion systems.

e. The effectiveness of potential countermeasures to SADARM, SFW and SKEET
should be determined, and counter—countermeasures developed.

f. The availability of Close Air Support (CAS) aircraft to provide support in the

counterbattery role, particularly at the outbreak of a war in the Central Region, may be limited

due to other roles and missions the theater commander may direct. ln light ofthis, DOD should

allocate resources to achieve longer-term sufficiency of land forces to fulfill the complete

counterfire role against initial massed Soviet preparatory fires.

g. DoD and the Army should evaluate the potential next generation of Soviet fire support

systems and proactively prepare now to counter them.

2. TECHNOLOGY BASE

The U.S. Army Technology Base Master Plan should incorporate counterfire techniques useful

against postulated future Soviet threats. The Fire Support Master Plan should include

technology base line items. Technologies should be acceleratedwhich exploit U .S. fire support

strengths and overcome areas of weakness.

3. TARGET ACQUISITION

The primary means of target acquisition currently fielded is the Firefinder counter-mortar/

counterbattery radar. Only Firefinder and manned aircraft are currently used to locate enemy

firing positions or ground movement behind the FLOT. The following recommendations are

made to upgrade target acquisition capabilities.

a. A UAV program dedicated to target acquisition should be structured that places

maximum emphasis on sensors, available platforms, smart search, and quick fielding with



preplanned product improvements incorporated later. An existing UAV system should be

utilized, at least initially.

b. Firefinder radars should be hardened. More systems should be purchased, and

provisions for adequate spare parts need to be considered.

s c. A sensor program stressing modern flash detection and MTl radars, acoustic and

seismic systems should be instituted.

d. A dedicated electronic locating system (ELS) and anti-radiation and missile (ARM)

capability to counter the Soviet counterbattery radar should be fielded rapidly.

e. A next-generation Fireflnder system should be developed with the following charac-

teristics: reduced setup time and system size, greater mobility, increased hardening and

passive measures to reduce vulnerability to electronic locating systems.

f. Artificial intelligence (Al) based smart search techniques (e.g., digital maps, target

heuristics, site signatures) should be investigated more fully.

g. A “testmarketing" capability (including ground rules on support) should be used to test

the military worth of new target acquisition techniques or combinations of existing techniques

directly with operational forces, then P31 as necessary—either before or after fielding.

depending on the urgency of need.

h. Ajoint U.S./FRG task force (TF) should be established to investigate the use of leave-

behind, unattended ground sensor (UGS) systems to provide target acquisition and intelligence

data.

4. MODELING, EVALUATION, AND ANALYSIS

a. Currently, there are several dozen simulation models being used which incorporate

Soviet fire support systems. in many cases, themodels have not been adequately documented

nor have incorporated changes been reflected in existing documentation. it is essential that

Joint standards be established that identify acceptable methodologies, models, input data, etc.

A set of models extending from the functional areas up to Army level should be established as

the approved models, and up-linked so that the output from one can serve as the input for a

higher model.

b. DoD should initiative a Live Fire Test and Evaluation Program to update Joint

Munitions Effectiveness manuals for both Fied~on~BIue and Biue—on-Red, using actual (or

prototype) threat munitions and targets to the extent possible. Both Army and Air Force

munitions should be tested.

c. Past experience in exercising the various models has shown that the assumed U.S.

capability in target acquisition and CS asweli as the effects ofcountermeasures on C3 systems,

are primary drivers of model output results. A need exists to operationally test the survivability

of our target acquisition systems to verify the estimates of our survivability against projected



Soviet threat capabilities. An equivalent need exists to verify our capabilities to engage Soviet

artillery units, in terms of the accuracy and timeliness ofthe data required, especially in an active

CB countermeasure environment.

d. A centralized mechanism is required to continuously review, modify as necessary, and

in general maintain the standards for all models. An important aspect of the maintenance is

e the need to ensure that the significant intelligence data concer
ning Soviet doctrine, tactics, and

artillery/rocket system capability is current in the approved set of models and standard set of

data base requirements. To assist in the uniform use of the above, these standardized models

and data requirements must be made available to authorized members of industry as well as

throughout the government.

5. lNVESTMENT STRATEGY

Soviet doctrine dictates the massing of artillery to provide devastating preparatory fires to

ensure the success of an armor thrust. These preparatory fires are planned to be sufficiently

large so as to negate NATO’s anti-armor capabilities.

The U.S. capability to counterWarsaw Pact indirectfire weapons systems has been neglected

in recent years as the military concentrated its resources on the serious armor threat. There

currently exist serious re support deficiencies in surveillance and target acquisition, munitions

and fire support delivery systems.

Three important facts dictate the investment strategy to be adopted in countering the Soviet

advantage in artillery capabilities:

- the imbalances in the quantity and range are significant now and

continue to grow

- technology is available, but not necessarily used, to counter the

threat, and

- improvement in U.S. counter-fire effectiveness can redress the

imbalance at lowest cost than attempting to match Soviets

quantitatively.

The U.S. and its Allies must take immediate steps to redress the force imbalance. We must

field (in appropriate quantities) what is available and evaluate near term product improvement

programs. Additionally, investments must be made to add capability through the application

of current technology, such as unmanned aerial platform and remotely deployed mines and

sensors. Emerging technologies are worthy of continued investment at a consistent funding

rate, but no single breakthroughs were identified which would obviate the necessity of

continuing with current modernization programs.

Recognizing that the U.S. political and economic situation is unlikely to support an investment

strategy involving large increases in manpower and equipment, difficult decisions must be

made to reallocate resources to address the artillery thre
at. The reallocation of resources must



consider more than adjustments within current Army budgets if imbalances in other land

warfare areas are to be avoided. As important is the necessity to convince our Allies to assist

in the solution of the counterfire problem by using more oftheir resources in coordinated efforts.

The recommended Army RDA budget to accommodate the recommendation for significant

increases in the artillery force structure by this Task Force requires approximately $1.58
a'dditional per year over the next five years.

6. OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS

a. ARMS CONTROL

(1 ) One of the mostcritical variables in reestablishing a credible deterrence posture

is Arms Control. Following the lNF treaty decisions to eliminate an entire class of nuclear

weapons, greater reliance must be placed upon the conventional forces and their inherent

deterrence capability. Since conventional forces are relatively more expensive than nuclear

as a deterrent, and since upcoming Conventional Arms Control negotiations will involve

proposalswith significant resources implications, it is imperative thatthe acquisition community

remain abreast cf ongoing actions and that they alert negotiators and long-range planners to

those implications in time to avoid hasty decisions in a time of austere budgets.

(2) Reductions must be asymmetric in view ofthe current imbalance, butthat alone

is not enough. Whatever reductions are made must allow for a coherent and credible defense

along the entire lGB. Budgets must be able to support the costs associated with the reductions

as weapons are shifted to POMCUS, to allies, returned to the states, replaced by others

requiring facilitization and logistical support, etc. Decisions must be made in concert with our

allies to ensure consensus, burden sharing, and brainstorming of implications throughout the

alliance.

(3) lnnovative proposals should be explored which would require the movement

forward of massive numbers of artillery before an attack would be feasible, thus warning the

other side and reducing the risk of surprise.

b. USE OF SIMULATION

Concurrent development of technology, components, tactics. and entire systems is

possible with the use of netted simulators. While such simulators currently are not developed

to the required level of sophistication, DARPA‘s research and development program called

Simulator Networking, or SIMNET, is a step in the right direction. The technology exists today

to link interactive computers and simulators to enhance training training realism, concept

development, proof of principle, and refinement of tactics, material, and operational plans at all

Operational levels. The use of such simulators should assist the expeditious fielding of a more

satisfactory, integrated system at the lowest possible cost.

c. COVER, CONCEALMENT a DECEPTION (CC&D)

It is recommended that the use of CC&D be investigated as a means to reduce the

effectiveness of the massive artillery preparatory fires, especially at the onset of hostilities. ln



recentyears, our capability to realistically simulate targets (decoys), such as tanks, generators,
trucks, etc., at very low costs has improved significantly. The use of inflatable decoys, with
realistic visual, thermal and RF signatures now provides a rapid means for introducing
“additional targets" for the Soviet artillery to attack. Decoys for emitters—radars and CS
nodes—are now available at more reasonable cost than most developers realize. Integrating

decoy capability along with concealed movement and other deceptive measures of U.S. forces
has the potential of requiring the Soviets to expend large amounts of resources to attack
decoys, hence reducing their effectiveness against the U.S. forces Soviet capabilities in this

area must also be considered, of course.

d. THREAT ASSESSMENTS

The intelligence community has been hampered bythe need to use "hard evidence“when
making assessments and threat forecasts which will be accepted by the development
community. lt is recommended that future threat assessments consider projections involving

a range of possible states, emphasizing the impact of any threat alternative. A low probability
threat with a high impact requires greater attention from the development community than a
high probability threat with little impact. Threat updates with hard evidence should then be

sought prior to approval of a production decision. The key is to develop technology against
projected, rather than current threats, to keep from developing systems which are obsolete
before fielding.

e. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A proper investment balance must continue to be sought among our Armed Services
wherein Joint and Combined applications and tradeoffs promise to increase as complexities
and costs spiral upward. The fire support conventional imbalance within NATO has been
identified as the number one concern for Alliance Ground Force." It has been underfunded
for too long and responsibilities have been fragmented.

Considering that we have over five times the number of U.S. ground forces in Europe as
anywhere else worldwide and that considerable costs will be required to remedy this matter,

the panel concludes that implementation will require joint U.S. consideration. Tradeoffs may
have to come from other Services or other areas of the budget than from the current Army
budget.

f. ALLIED IMPLICATIONS

In as much as this recommendation is particularly heavily fraughtwith political overtone
vis-a-vis NATO it is implicit in the foregoing that, under leadership from SACEUR, vigorous
parallel efforts be forthcoming from other governmental agencies (State, OSD Policy, etc.) to
encourage the rest of NATO to bring their even more serious fire support imbalances into line

with U.S. initiatives.

g. iMPACT

The impact of implementing the recommendations of the panel would be to increase the

credibility of US/NATO deterrence by improving current force ratios to a level which would



increase the risk of an attack by threat forces. This is no way implies that the investments

described would bring us to a position of parity with the SovietsNVP in the area of fire support.

investments necessary for parity, or even to reestabiish traditional ratios for a viable defense,

were considered to be unrealistic in an era of fiscal austerity. Therefore, the panel made

recommendations they felt were minimal, affordable amounts necessary to provide a quick

correction to a dangerous situation. These investments are urgently needed despite reductions

anticipated in arms control talks.



ANNEX G

DOCTRINE

1. (U) FIRE SUPPORT IN THE AIRLAND BATTLE.

a. (U) The implementation of AirLand Battle (ALB) doctrine has a profound effect

on the evaluation of fire support requirements. Successful generation of fire power in

the-AirLand Battle depends upon“ the collective and coordinated use of all means of tire

support; mortars, field artillery, naval gunfire, attack helicopters, tactical air and

electronic combat, to place the most effective type and volume of fire at the right time

and place in support of the maneuver commander's battle plan. Artillery, the keystone

of fire support, remains the most versatile component ot fire support. As coordinator for

all means of fire support, the field artillery ensures efficient decisive application of the of

fire power.

* insert Figure 1, Fire Support in the Combined Arms Team

b. (U) Fire support fulfills ALB requirements by performing the basic roles of close

support, counterfire, and attack at depth. Because the roles are target oriented, the

responsibility for the function generally reside at the level of command which is best

able to locate and control the attack of specific targets. The responsibility for close

support is primarily at the maneuver brigade and its direct support field artillery

battalion.

c. (U) Counterfire responsibility is centered at the division and coordinated by its

division artillery. Corps has the main responsibility for attack at depth.

d, (U) The collective performance of these roles allow fire support to significantly

reduce the correlation of enemy forces arriving at the FEBA and enhance

maneuverability and survivability of our friendly maneuver force.

2. FUTURE FIRE SUPPORT DOCTRINE.

a. (U) Future requirements for fire support are articulated in the recent warfighting

concept AirLand Battle-Future (Heavy) (ALB-F [Heavy]). The ALB-F (Heavy) concept

provides the doctrinal basis for improving the ability to condition and shape the

battlefield with fire support. Substantive fire support doctrinal efforts focus on three

broad areas. The first is to continue to build on current AirLand Battle doctrine.

Fire support must better explain how to fight as a combined arms team in joint and

combined operations worldwide. The second area is to reassess the merits of current

fire support doctrine in fulfilling the requirements of ALB-F (Heavy) and change it as

required. The third area is to apply emerging doctrinal trends in the development of

tactics and techniques for fire support from maneuver brigade to echelons above corps

(EAC) ~- better training methods and more effective organizations.

* Insert Figure 2, Doctrinal initiatives

b. (U) The ALB-F concept incorporates a number of imperatives which include:



- Counterfire

- Interchangeability

- Simultaneity

- Agility

Fire Suppon doctrine must evolve to keep abreast with the development of ALB-F.

Although the broad principles of fire support will not change, Specic requirements will

cause the rethinking of tactics, techniques, and procedures, along with the

development of new training methods, organizations and new equipment. The

imperatives of counterfire and interchangeability have a substantial impact on current,

fire support doctrine and procedures.

c. (U) Future Counterfire. ALB-F stresses that counterfire is more than the attack

of weapon systems; it is an active effort to achieve the total destruction of the enemy's

fire support functional capability. lt includes the destruction, neutralization and

suppression of enemy fire support command, control and communications; fuel and

ammunition; target acquisition; survey; and meteorology. Thus, the counterfire effort, to

include targeting, acquisition and attack at both division and corps levels, is broad in

scope and very demanding.

1) (U) Perhaps the single most critical aspect of fire support on the future

battlefield will be the counterfire role in gaining fire superiority over the vastly improved

threat fire support capability. ALB-F clearly recognizes the importance of an effective

counterfire program to successful tactical maneuver and the maintenance of freedom of

action. Future doctrine must reflect two parts to the counterfire effort: a shorter range

effort conducted by divisions, and a longer range effort conducted by corps.

2) (U) Corps seeks to disrupt the enemy army and front commanders'

ability to synchronize their long-range fires with the movement of their first and

second-echelon divisions. The corps counterfire effort is directed at targets beyond the

range of division acquisition and attack capabilities or at those that impact directly on

the corps' battle plan. The corps must be able to reduce the effectiveness of army

artillery groups and key long-range artillery by at least 50 percent before the enemy

second-echelon divisions arrive in the corps’ main battle area.

3) (U) The division will conduct counterfire operations with organic and

supporting weapons against enemy regimental and divisional artillery groups (RAGS

and DAGs) within the division area of operations. The division must reduce RAG and

DAG effectiveness by 50 percent within 30 minutes of the first engagement by an

enemy field artillery battalion.

d. (U) Interchangeability. The imperative of interchangeability creates the need

for some new doctrinal procedures. The ALB-F (Heavy) concepts defines

interchangeability as the commander's ability to set the terms of battle to the extent that



fires can be substituted for maneuver forces for selected missions and at selected

times. Fire support will be used to accomplish certain missions at depth that replicate

the effects of maneuver forces in the close battle by substituting effective fires in place

of more vulnerable maneuver or special operation forces. The projection of fires at

depth will enable the commander to control terrain, deny enemy access to areas on the

battlefield, and to destroy or neutralize the enemy with conventional destructive power.

The development of long-range, highly lethal smart munitions and mines, as well as

directed energy system munitions, will give fire support a significantly increased

capability. When used in conjunction with improved targeting procedures, electronic

warfare and attack aircraft, these new artillery capabilities will greatly enhance the

commander's ability to influence the outcome of current and future battle.

e. (U) Simultaneity and Agility. The imperatives of simultaneity, and agility are a

natural evolution of the roles of fire support: attack at depth, and close support.

Simultaneity encompasses a merging of attack at depth with an expansion of the close

battle to allow for concurrent attack of the enemy with the goal of eliminating the ability

of his follow-on forces to close with our engaged maneuver forces. The agility

demanded by ALB-F is most appropriately supplied by the fire support system, which

can simultaneously range the depth and breadth of the battlefield with great speed.

1) (U) Attack at Depth. ALB-F demands far more in effects from long~range

indirect fires than AirLand Battle. Corps fires described as those beyond the rear

boundary of the enemy's first-echelon division's rear boundary, could be up to 60-80

kilometers (km) in depth or more. The ALB-F concept states that versatile

precision-guided munitions (both ground and air delivered) will allow the fire support

system to hit and destroy deep, moving, armored targets, thereby decisively engaging

enemy regiments and destroying them before they are committed. ALB-F

requires increased emphasis in the use of Army and joint lEW, reconnaissance,

surveillance and target acquisition to be able to "see" deep and identify targets.

Specifically, the corps must be able to employ indirect fires to a range of 100 km or

more in support of EAC requirements in another corps area of operations. Additionally,

the corps is responsible for deep fires within its own area of operations in support of its

tactical scheme.

2) (U) Close Support. in close operations, indirect tires "with the same

lethally and accuracy of direct fires” will be employed to permit fewer maneuver forces

on the line of contact and commensurately larger reserves to be maintained. ln

essence, indirect fires can be "substituted" for maneuver forces. Precision Guided

Munitions (PGM) enable the fire support system to hit and destroy moving armored

targets in time frames not anticipated by the enemy commander. Close support indirect

fire operations include decisive engagement of uncommitted enemy regiments in the

division follow-on force, as well as destruction of key enemy weapon systems. While

this engagement is primarily a division mission, reinforcement from corps is recognized

as a potential requirement. Fire support to include non-line-of~sight "direct fire"

systems, will destroy enemy battalion and regimental reserves in their assembly areas,

or during movement well before they are committed. ln sum, close fires will be

employed to seize and retain the initiative by denying the enemy the tactical flexibility of

his resen/es and follow-on echelons, destroying his deep strike units and controlling

the tempo of combat at the line of contact.



3) (U) The Targeting Process. ALB—F demands a better approach to

targeting if all fire support assets are to be effectively and swiftly integrated in extended

close, deep and rear operations. Target development by the lEW community must be

accelerated to provide target information in real/near real time to fire support

coordinators. The solution will involve materiel, training, organization and leadership,

in addition to doctrinal and procedural improvements. Improved joint and combined

techniques and procedures are essential to the success of the overall targeting

process.

3. (U) FIRE SUPPORT INITIATIVES FOR CONSIDERATION. The evolution of future

fire support doctrine must focus on the various requirements at each echelon of

command. Examples of doctrinal issues are as follows:

a. (U) Fire Support at EAC. At this level, a fire support element must be

established to coordinate fires at the operational level and establish a joint targeting

process. Procedures must be established to provide for timely decision, detection, and

attack of high~payoff targets. These procedures must be compatible with the joint

requirements of other services and combined operations with allied forces. A joint

targeting process will facilitate the development and coordination of target attack and

coordination of tires in support of the operational commander's campaign plan and in

the support of the plans of subordinate operational and tactical commanders.

b. (U) Fire Support at Corps. The corps is both an operational and a tactical

headquarters which sets the terms of battle for close operations. As corps fire support

coordinator, the corps artillery commander will be doctrinally responsible for the

following requirements:

1) (U) Rear Operations. The corps artillery will continue to coordinate all

fire support assets committed to the Corp rear operations. This may include the use of

tactical air and army aviation. Field artillery units may be committed to support tactical

forces employed in the rear areas. Tactics, techniques, and procedures must be

developed to support rear operations at corps and all subordinate levels.

2) (U) The corps artillery will coordinate the destruction by indirect fires of

approximately 50 percent of the vehicles, weapons, and supplies of the defending

army's uncommitted resources.

3) (U) Fire support contributes to the command and control counter

measures (CZCM) effort by attacking weapons control nodes and by neutralizing

reconnaissance strike complexes, tactical air control stations, and maneuver and air

defense command and control facilities.

c. (U) Fire Support at Division. Doctrinal capabilities at division are:

1) (U) The destruction with organic or supporting indirect fires at least 50

percent of the combat vehicles of at least three Soviet regiments.

2) (U) The conduct of counterfire with either organic or supporting indirect



fire systems against enemy artillery and mortars to reduce its effectiveness by 50

percent within 12 hours. (Time starts from the initial engagement by either lethal or

nonlethal means of the first opposing Soviet artillery unit.)

3) (U) A contribution to the 020M effort by employing fire support to

neutralize enemy communication links for maneuver, fire support, air defense, and

intelligence nets.

_ - 4) (U) The division artillery will be capable of massing at least 50 percent of

available indirect fires into an adjacent division sector without repositioning field

artillery units. (Assumption: Division frontage of 20 to 30 km; depth of 40 to 60 km.)

d. (U) Fire Support at Brigade and Task Force. At maneuver brigade, doctrinal

procedures must be established for the following:

1) (U) Command and control of non-line-of sight (NLOS) attack systems.

2) (U) Accuracy requirements for cannon systems capable of autonomous

operations.

3) (U) The allocation and distribution of highly lethal precision guided

munitions (PGM), which will be limited in number.

4) (U) The destruction with organic or supporting indirect fores at least 30

percent of the combat vehicles of the committed first echelon regiments.

5) (U) The destruction with organic or supporting indirect fires at least 30

percent of the combat vehicles of an uncommitted regiment (second echelon or

divisional reserve).

6) (U) The ability to mass 50 percent of available indirect fires into an

adjacent brigade sector. (Assumption: Brigade frontage of 10 to 15km; 2O to 30 km

depth.)

4. (U) IMPACT OF FUTURE CHANGES. Tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTP)

must evolve as significant changes in equipment and organizations occur. The

conversion of cannon organizations to 3 X 8 configuration, the Howitzer improvement

Program (HIP), the advent of MLRS and the family of MLRS munitions, and the Field

Artillery Tactical Data System will all have a tremendous impact on future fire support

Tl’P. The improvements will result in greatly increased capability, as well as improved

flexibility and survivability.

5. (U) SUMMARY. The development of the ALB-F (Heavy) Concept will provide a

means of bridging the gap between current AirLand Battle requirements and future

warfighting capabilities. The concept serves as a guide for the evolution of fire support

doctrine. This evolution will result in new and improved procedures, tactics and

techniques for supporting the deep, extended close, and rear operations. The overall

result of this effort will be an established fire support doctrine which is widely



understood and accepted as a guide for providing effective fire support for AirLand

Battle - Future.



PROGRAM PLAN FOR AMMUNITION

Section l

GENERAL.

1. (U) The character of the Field Artillery munitions stockpile is in transition. There is a

shift from conventional high explosive munitions to higher technology, more

specialized and effective, munitions. This shift is due to several trends:

a. (U) Smart munitions: The maturation of smart munition technology, as

illustrated by Copperhead which is in the field and developmental systems such as

SADARM, 155mm Fire-and—Fergetutonomous—Precrsren—Guided—Menitien—bcPeM)»

and MLRS Terminaluided Weapon (TGW) has introduced the potential for indirect

fire munitions to approach the surgical kill capability of direct fire systems on the

battlefield. / “jg/[M
b. (U) Greater lethality: Even in the family of conventional "dumb" munitions,

technological advances such as the M795 high-fragmentation high explosive projectile,

the M80 submunition (improved Conventional Munition, lCM), explosively formed

penetrators and the potential development of high blast weapons have increased the

lethality of current and future conventional munitions.

c. (U) Increased range: improvements in propellants, projectile design and and

gun technology have increased ranges and have the potential to further increase

range. increased range allows our systems to exploit developments in deep targeting,

attack his cannon and rocket systems and set back to increase the their survivability.

d. (U) increased threat capability: Our potential adversaries are increasing in

quantity and becoming increasingly more armored, and mobile as the Soviets continue

to transition to self-propelled systems. As the threat is increasing, the US is developing

and fielding improved target acquisition systems to locate and track the threat at

increased ranges. This has created a need to exploit all available technologies to

increase rates of fire, lethality of attack, and the range of fire support systems to allow

the attack of more targets at greater ranges with existing numbers of attack systems.

2. (U) Current munition stockpile investments are largely limited to the XM898

, / SADARM, M864 base burn, and supporting ropellant charges and fuzes.
/.‘ ~mv’(-9-” ("'7 (Z ” ’-" ’ ewe—p444: y/V; (’73

iNSERT FIGURE
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3. (U) Major shortfalls in conventional munitions will exist as stockpile drawdown

continues to support training and testing.

4. (U) The objective for the ammunition stockpile for fire support munitions is thirty days

of supply. Ammunition modeling to support calculation of stockpile requirements is in

transition from a historical base to a threat base. The days of supply shown throughout

this annex were modeled using historical data. Ammunition mixes shown in this annex

are based on threat-base modeling.



Section ll

PROGRAMS.

1. (U) 105mm Ammunition. The challenge to 105mm ammunition managers is

correlation of existing munition inventories and procurement to take maximum

advantage of the potential of the currently fielding M119, Lightweight Towed Howitzer

(British light gun). When used with the new M200 charge and High Explosive Rocket

Assisted (HERA) projectile, the weapon is capable of attacking targets out to 19.5 km

vice 14.5 km maximum range of the older system. This extended range capability,

coupled with the increasing probability of confronting lightly armored forces, has driven

us to develop three new 105mm projectiles: 1) the XM913 HERA, 2) the XM915 Dual

Purpose improved Conventional Munition (DPlCM), and 3) an extended range DPlCM.

a. (U) The development and potential fielding at the turn of the century of a light

weight 155mm howitzer suitable for light forces may complicate the management of

105mm munition requirements.

b. (U) The chart below illustrates the preferred mix of ammunition for the M119

howitzer in combat.

INSERT CHART

c. (U) Based on the goal of thirty days of supply, the 105mm ammunition inventory

is as follows:

INSERT CHART

d. (U) Existing projectiles.

1) (U) 105mm WP (M60) and HC/Smoke (M84). HC/Smoke stockpile

shortages are currently off-set by WP stockpiles. However, this is an unsatisfactory fix

to the 105mm obscurants problem. The short duration of effects, special handling and

storage peculiarities associated with WP make HC the obscurant of

choice for 105mm systems. Based on projected usage percentages, a plus-up of

105mm HC/smoke stockpile is necessary.

2). (U) 105mm ILLUM (M314), HEP-T (M32), and APERS (M546). All three

of these special purpose munition stockpiles are below desired levels based on

projected usages. Procurement of the XM915 DPlCM or extended range DPlCM is

preferred over HEP-T and APERS. Illumination (lLLUM) must be procured to meet

anticipated combat requirements.

3) (U) 105mm High Explosive (HE and ICM). Current levels of 105mm HE

are adequate for most projected requirements within 14.5 km. However, current



ammunition will not support ranges beyond 14.5 km, which constitute 30% of planned

usage. lCM stockage levels are inadequate.

e. (U) New projectiles.

1) (U) 105mm HERA (XM913). The preferred fix for 105mm HE is type

classification and procurement of the XM913 HERA, high explosive rocket assist

projectile, beginning in FY90. The HERA is essential for attack of targets in the

15=20km band.
'

2) (U) 105mm DPICM (XM915). Currently unfunded, the XM915, Dual

Purpose Improved Conventional Munition, if fielded, will greatly enhance the

survivability and combat effectiveness of the light divisions. Current modeling indicates

that, if available, DPlCM would be the projectile of choice for approximately 40-45% of

all fire missions. The driver for DPlCM use is the requirement to defeat light armor and

conduct effective counter-battery fire. The need for DPlCM is second only to that of the

XM913.

3) (U) 105mm Extended Range DPlCM. Following development of the

basic 105mm DPlCM, a rocket-assisted version is desired to augment the HERA in the

critical 15-20 km band. If only one type of 105mm DPlCM can be procured it should be

the extended range DPlCM as it is also effective at shorter ranges.

e. (U) Guidance. As the M119 Howitzer enters the inventory augmenting the

M102 and displacing the older M101A1, emphasis must be placed on providing

munitions which exploit the M119's range potential. The XM913 is necessary to

support the range increase of the M1 19 Howitzer. Additionally, DPlCM/extended range

DPlCM is of ever increasing importance on the modern light battlefield.

2. (U) 155mm. The introduction of both the HlP and RC/MAS howitzers beginning in

FY90 and the development of the AFAS and its fielding beginning in FY00 will have a

distinct impact on 155mm munitions requirements. Of primary concern is the capability

of the munitions to support the longer ranges of HlP, RC/MAS and AFAS and automatic

loading with AFAS. Additionally,
the fielding of SADARM and future smart munitions for the 155mm systems complicate

inventory management.

a. (U) The chart below illustrates the preferred mix of ammunition for 155mm

howitzer systems. Towed 155mm howitzer systems have requirements similar to those

of HIP.

INSERT CHART HERE

b. (U) Based on a desired inventory fill of thirty days of supply, the 155mm

ammunition inventory is as follows:

INSERT CHART HERE

c. (U) Existing projectiles.



1) (U) ADAM/RAAMS. The inventory of scatterable mines is marginally

below currently desired goals. However, the requirement decreases with the

introduction of smart, "fire and forget," munitions and renders this situation less a

COnCGm.

2) (U) ILLUM (M485). Stockpiles of illumination are projected to be well

below the desired level by FY94 and zero balance by FY95. immediate action must be

taken to either slow the use of illumination rounds in training or procure additional

stocks to maintain adequate stocks.

3) (U) HE (M107) and DPlCM (M483) See M795 and M864 below.

d. (U) New Projectiles.

1) (U) 155mm BB(M864). The M864 base-bleed DPlCM allows deeper

attack of personnel, material, armored and lightly—armored targets. At current projected

procurement levels we will remain below the projected need through FY06. Fielding of

the M864 is currently projected for FY92.

2) (U) 155mm SADARM (XM898). SADARM procurement is currently

projected to be sufficient to meet requirements.

3) (U) 155mm HE (M795). At current usage rates, the existing M107 will be

at zero balance for US Forces in FY97. Based on range limitations of the M107, (M107

is incompatible with the M203 propellant and developmental extended range

propellants) procurement of the M795 HE is desired beginning in FY95. in addition to

supporting longer range capabilities of cannons the M795 is more lethal than the

M107. Procurement rates must, at a minimum be planned at a one-to-one ratio to cover

M107 training and test usage in FY95 and beyond. Currently, this represents a

sustained procurement of approximately 400 K annually.

4) (U) 155mm Smk (M825). The multi-spectral smoke projectile, M825,

possesses operational range and obscurant characteristics which make it more

desirable than the older M1 10(WP) and M1 16(HC) projectiles.

5) (U) 155mm HE extended range. Required maximum range capabilities

for direct support 155mm howitzers, as well as projected advances in propellant and

gun technology, dictate development and fielding of projectiles compatible with ranges

of 40 km, unassisted, and 50 km, assisted by FY99.

e. (U) Propeiiants. Fielding of propellant is dependent on the development of

propellant compatible with extended range and automated ammunition handling and

loading to support AFAS. Current trends indicate a need to bolster procurement of the

M1 19 and M203 extended range bag powder charges in the near term to support the

increased range capability of the M198, RC/MAS and HiP. Future propellant

candidates are Uni-Charge, Liquid Propellant, Electro-Thermal and Electromagnetic

technologies. These technologies are discussed in greater detail in the Technology

Base Annex. The Army plan is to down-select to one technology in FY92, develop and



eld the propellant in parallel with the AFAs.

f. (U) Guidance. As with 105mm, the emphasis in 155mm procurement is to obtain

those munitions which optimize the capabilities of improved or new howitzers in this
case HIP and AFAS. Procurement of SADARM and M864 BBDPICM should be
vigorously pursued to required quantities. Additionally, the M795 HE should be
purchased beginning in FY95 to offset M107 HE expenditures.

3.-(U) 8 inch. The M110, 8 inch Howitzer, is being transitioned from the force by the
Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS). As the transition continues the need for 8 inch

munitions will decrease. The need to maintain capability in the 8 inch system will have
to be balanced against requirements and growing capability in the MLRS family of

munitions.

a. (U) The chart below below illustrates the preferred mix of ammunition for the 8

inch howitzer.

INSERT CHART

4. (U) Rocket and Missile Munitions. A suite of munitions to be fired from the MLRS
launcher is under development. This "MLRS family of munitions“(MFOM) builds upon

the already extent capability represented by the fielded DPICM (M-77) rocket. The
MFOM includes advanced MLRS rocket munitions such as the MLRS SADARM and
terminal guidance warhead (TGW) rockets, as well as the Army TACMS Block l and ll

missiles and the ground launched tacit rainbow (GLTR) missile.
a.The "Smart" munitions (i.e. Army TACMS Block ll, TGW, and GLTR) will be

treated move completely in ANNEX A. For purposes of this discussion, only MLRS
DPICM, MLRS SADARM and Army TACMS Block l (APAM) will be directly addressed.
However, since there is some minor (10%) overlap between the Army TACMS Block l

and the GLTR target sets, the influence of GLTR on requirements for Army TACMS
Block | will be treated.

b. (U) The MLRS DPICM is the only currently fielded MLRS munition. lt contains
644 M-74 (DPICM) submunition for the attack of areas targets containing personnel
and light material. The munition is effective against tracks and lightly armored vehicles
but its effectiveness drops as target elements become harder. lt is the preferred

munition for counterfire against towed artillery and rocket launchers. Because of the

dispersion inherent in rocket artillery, this munition is sub-optimized for the close
support role. J/w

c. (U) MLRS SADARM is a developmental munition which will betpgmition of

choice for counterfire against stationary self propelled artillery. As the\_,a/bcontinues to

upgrade its artillery force fromged to self-propelled, the demand for this munition can

be expected to increase. The/SADARM will take advanta e of the dispersion inherent

in the MLRS and the target locating capabilities of the g

effective counterfire coverage of enemy artillery) Xhe defeat of which is key to

disruption of the enemy commanders correlation of forces equation.

d. (U) Army TACMS (Block I) APAM is a long range missile system designed to

refinder radar to provide .a-HST



attack soft, sitting targets at ranges of 100 km and beyond within the Corps area. It will

deliver a payload of about 1000 M-74 submunitlons which are effective against

personnel and light material. ln particular it will be the munitlon of choice against soft

sitting targets for which an accurate target location is available. For less well located

targets in the same category which have an electronic signature, the GLTR active

radiation homing missile will be used (See ANNEX A).

e. (U) The chart below shows the preferred mix forthese munitions.

INSERT CHART

5. (U) Fuzes. The field artillery is committed to reducing the proliferation of fuzes in

order to reduce the complexity of ammunition management and training and to support

automatic ammunition handling and loading required for AFAS. The chart below

portrays the Field Artillery Fuze family and key milestones in the transition to a

simplified fuze family.

lNSERT CHART
a. (U) The fuze development shown is required to support AFAS requirements.

The AFAS will have an autoloader which will be capable of high sustained (12 to 16

round per minute) and burst (four rounds in fifteen seconds) rates of fire. Additionally,

the AFAS is planned to employ completely automated ammunition handling within the

howitzer section. Based on the high rates of fire and the removal of the human element

from the loading and firing sequence, it is critical that the proliferation of single use

fuzes be reduced to a family of multiple use fuzes. The preferred solution is the full-up

multi-option fuze, artillery (XM773) which incorporates all of the following selectable

functions in one fuze: time, proximity, point detonation and delay. The AFAS fleet

would then use three fuzes: the XM773 MOFA for all functions on bursting projectiles,

the M762 for time functions on cargo projectiles, and the MOUT fuze for urban combat.

An inductive fuze setting capability is required to support automation. The XM773 and

M762 have/will have inductive fuze set capability. The MOUT will not require fuze

setting.

Section Ill

ASSESSMENT

1. (U) 105mm. Amber. There are deficiencies in both HE and DPICM availability for

targets at ranges in excess of 14.5 km. Additionally, illumination, smoke, and APERS

projectiles will be either in short supply or non-existent in the future without additional

procurement.

2. (U) 155mm. Amber. Shortfalls currently exist for extended range DPICM and other

projectiles which support extended range. The stockpile of HE ammunition is being

eroded and will not support future range requirements. The projected M864 and

SADARM procurements will partially address the shortcomings, but not for several

years.



3. (U) 8-inch. Green. ln light of the 8 inch/MLRS transition, no long term deficiencies

are identified.

4. (U) MLRS. Green. A short term deficiency will exist with the MLRS rocket until

production and the introduction of smart munitions correct the problem around FY00.

5. (U) Fuzes. Amber. The short term outlook for fuzes is green. However, to effect the

transition to extended range and inductive setting as projected with AFAS, the

development and fielding of a mUlti-option, MOFA fuze is required.



LIGHT FORCES MODERNIZATION PLAN

FIRE SUPPORT ASSESSMENT

I.(U) General:

a.(U) This section assesses the capability of the Fire Support System of Systems

to execute doctrinal responsibilities as a member of the light forces combined arms

team during the near term (FY90-91) and mid term (FY92-97).

b.(U) The Fire Support System of Systems accomplishes its mission through the

performance of the roles- of close support, counterfire, and deep attack.

INSERT ROLES AND COMPONENTS OF FS CHART
(figure 1)

1.(U) Close Support: Close support is firepower (artillery; mortars; Army,

Navy, Marine Corps and Air Force aviation; and offensive electronic warfare) applied in

direct support of maneuver forces. Close support denies the enemy mobility,

suppresses enemy direct fire, lays mines, destroys enemy forces and equipment,

controls access to the immediate battle, and affords final protective fires to friendly

positions against enemy assault. This role is the principal responsibility of the field

artillery battalion and reinforcing forces providing direct support to maneuver brigades.

2.(U) Counterfire: Counterfire is firepower which disrupts or destroys enemy

capabilities to deliver fires against friendly forces, installations, or other critical

locations. This role is the primary responsrbility of the division artillery. Primary light

forces weapons for counterfire are the 155mm towed howitzer, Firefinder radar, and

SADARM’! munition. ”IV/9,14 a/

3.(U) Deep Attack: Deep attack is firepower employed at ger ranges against

targets whose destruction will disrupt, delay, or destroy enemy operational plans,

logistic support activities, command and control, or intelligence collectign. Deep attack

fires also provide the maneuver commander the ability to control/access to the currentc
battle and shape the future battle. Deep attack is the principal responsibility of the

artillery at corps level. Prior to the arrival of corps assets, deep battle for light forces will

be performed by the division artillery using 155mm howitzers, NLOS-AT,
attack helicopters and Air Force, Naval or Marine Corps close air assets.(\/7KG p

4.(U) The execution of the roles by fire support systems and organizations is not

discrete. There is a designed overlap of functionality and capability. This overlap
provides for minimum capability to perform all three of the roles within the

light division and the flexibility necessary to allow fire support to adapt to the changing
situations of the battlefield.

ll.(U) Capabilities Assessment Fire Support Mission Area:

a.(U) The following paragraphs explain the current status of fire support and its

future direction. An explanation of the rating system used in this assessment is in the



table below.

RATING SYSTEM

Rating anging Tegh Risk Warfighting

R (red) inadequate high risk incapable of
- ' defeating threat

or providing
required support

A (amber) marginal moderate marginal due to
effectiveness or
quantity

G (green) adequate low risk capable of
defeating threat

(table 1)

b.(U) Close Support (Force Package l):

INSERT ASSESSMENT CHART
(figure 2)

l.(U) Target Acquisition. Target acquisition is amber due to the lack of

adequate depth of observation across the FLOT; poor target location capability due to

the inability of the fonNard observer to accurately locate himself and targets and limited

capability to employ laser guided munitions such as copperhead and air delivered
laser guided bombs and missiles. The fielding of UAV (close and short), lightweight
battlefield surveillance radars, self-location devices (NSG) and lightweight laser
locator/designators will improve target detection, target location accuracy and fire

support lethality. ln the long term the introduction of the light GSM and light CTT will

dramatically improve the light forces capability to detect follow-on forces in mid and
high intensity environments.

2.(U) Command, Control and Communications (CS): CS for light forces is

rated amber in situations where light forces will be required to operate with heavy
forces. Light forces today work with the Battery Computer System (BCS) and/or Back
Up Computer System (BUCKS) and are being fielded with the Light Tactical Fire
Control System (LTACFIRE) in the interim. These systems have only limited
interoperabilty with the TACFIFlE/AFATDS system of heavy forces. This situation will be

corrected with the fielding of the Advanced Field Artillery Tactical Data System
(AFATDS) to light units. AFATDS is scheduled to complete fielding to Force Package l

light forces in FY97.

3.(U) Weapons and Munitions: The red rating reflects the inadequacy of



the 105mm Towed Howitzer and its current suite of munitions in the mid and high

intensity conflict. The situation improves to amber with the introduction of several items.

These items include the M1 19 Lightweight Towed Howitzer (range increase from

11.5km to 19.5km), 105mm High Explosive Rocket Assisted Projectile (HERA), and

105mm Extended Range Dual Purpose Conventional Munition (ERDPICM) projectile

which provides a light armor kill capability to the 105mm system. These improvements

in the 105mm system will be complimented by the fielding of the 155mm Sense and

Destroy Armor (SADARM) munition for use by the general support 155mm battery and

corps augmentation units. In the period beyond FY97 the acquisition and fielding of the

Lightweight 155mm Howitzer and eitherthe 155mm Auteeemous-Precis‘ron‘GU'rded 7’6?
MuDJLiQLLABGM) orthe Non Line of Sight Anti-Tank system will provide the light forces

commander with a capability to attack hard moving targets on the battlefield and a

limited deep attack capability.

4.(U) Support and Sustain: Support and sustainment will improve from

amber to green with the introduction of improved meteorological systems such as the

Meteorological Measuring System (MMS). Improved meteorology will improve the

accuracy of fire support. Improved accuracy will result in increased efficiency and

reduced expenditure of ammunition on individual targets.

c.(U) Counterfire (Force Package l):

INSERT ASSESSMENT CHART
(figure 3)

l.(U) Target Acquisition: The present target acquisition capability is

amber due to manpower intensity, limited mobility and limited survivability of the current

Firefinder (0—36 and 0-37) series of radars. The Q-37 radar is currently a "Corps Plug"

because of its lack of strategic mobility. The fielding of Firefinder Block Ilb in the near to

mid term and Firefinder Block lll in the out years will correct this situation through

downsizing, crew reduction and increased system throughput.

2.(U) Command, Control and Communications (C3): C3 for light forces

is rated amber in situations where light forces will be required to operate with heavy

forces. Light forces today work with the Battery Computer System (BCS) and/or Back

Up Computer System (BUCKS) and are being fielded with the Light Tactical Fire

Control System (LTACFlRE) in the interim. These systems have only limited

interoperabilty with the TACFlRE/AFATDS system of heavy forces. Additionally, the

coordination of the counterfire battle is severely limited until LTACFIRE is fielded. This

situation will be corrected with the fielding of AFATDS to light forces. AFATDS is

scheduled to complete fielding to Force Package l light forces in FY97.

3.(U) Weapons and Munitions: The red rating reflects the current

inadequacy of the 105mm howitzer and its suite of munitions discussed above in para

ll.b.3. The current single 155mm howitzer battery with its existing inventory of

munitions is incapable of fighting the counterfire battle in the mid to high intensity

conflict prior to the arrival of the corps augmentation 155mm units without

reinforcement by the 105mm. The situation improves to amber with the fielding of the

M1 19, Lightweight 105mm Howitzer and introduction of the improved suite of 105mm



munitions and the 155mm SADARM projectile. Introduction of the Lightweight 155mm

Howitzer in FY98 will provide additional improvement in strategic and tactical mobility

and counterfire capability. Acquisition strategy for the lightweight 155mm Howitzer is to

jointly develop the howitzer with the Marine Corps. Field first to the 155mm general

support battery. Acquire the M198, 155mm Towed Howitzers, from the Marine Corps

that are diSplaced by Marine fielding of the lightweight 155mm and use them to

upgrade the capability of the Corps Artillery units by replacing the M1 14, 155mm

Towed Howitzer, that remains in 40% of the units. Then, field the lightweight 155mm

howitzer to the direct support artillery battalions of the light divisions in force package l.

This will allow the reorganization of the Division Artillery in these units from three (3X6)

105mm battalions and a 155mm (lX8) battery to three (3x8) 155mm battalions

equipped with the lightweight 155mm howitzer.

4.(U) Support and Sustain: Support and sustainment will improve from

amber to green with the introduction of improved meteorological systems such as the

Meteorological Measuring System (MMS). Improved meteorology will improve the

accuracy of fire support. improved accuracy will result in increased accuracy and

reduced expenditure of ammunition on individual targets. Additionally, in the long term

standardization to the 155mm caliber will simplify resupply and logistics.

d.(U) Close Support (Force Packages ll and lll):

INSERT ASSESSMENT CHART
(figure 4)

The assessment for close support capability of Force Package Il and Ill is similar to the

assessment of Force Package l. Differences occur in the areas of CS and Weapons

and Munitions.

l.(U) Command, Control and Communications (CS): Force Package ll

and lll units are not equipped with automated C3 systems currently as are Force

Package l units. These units must wait for systems to be displaced from Force Package

l for modernization. In the long term, these units will be fielded with AFATDS following

Force Package l units.

2.(U) Weapons and Munitions: Currently, light force direct support units

are equipped with the Viet Nam era M1 02 Howitzer. Much of the benefits of the

improvements to the 105mm munition suite will be denied these units until they receive

the M119 howitzer.

e.(U) Counterfire (Force Packages ll and lll):

lNSERT ASSESSMENT CHART
(figure 5)

As with Close support, the assessments for counterfire for Force Package ll and lll units

is very similar to the assessments for Force Package l.

l.(U) Command, Control and Communications (CS): The lack of an

automated 03 system and slow modernization limit the effective employment of



counterre as well as close suppon for Force Package ll and Ill units.

2.(U) Weapons and Munitions: The rationaie for Force Package l units

weapons and munitions in para i|.c.3 also applies here. However, the assessment of

impact is more severe because the Corps Slice units that deploy to support Force

Package ll and lll units are largely equipped with the older and shorter range (1 8km vs

30km) M1 14 howitzer instead of the M1 98 155mm towed howitzer. Key to upgrading

fire support for these units is the acquisition of the Marine Corps M198 howitzers to

replace the M1 1 4 howitzer in the Corps Slice units as Marine Corps M1 98's become

available beginning in FY98 as a result of Marine fielding of the lightweight 155mm

howitzer.

e.(U) Overall Assessment. Fire support for light forces is amber for low

contingency and red for mid and high intensity conflict in the near term. In the mid term

the ratings change to green for low intensity and amber tor mid and high intensity. in

the long term continued modernization will be required. The chart below reflects the

roadmap for modernization ot fire support for light forces.

lNSERT LIGHT FORCES MOD CHART
(figure 6)

|ll.(U) Summary.

a. Within the fire support mission area there are twelve systems key to the

modernization of fire support for light forces.

lNSERT CHART
(figure 7)

b.(U) The success of fire support for light forces also relies upon the

development and fielding of key systems in mission areas other than fire support.

i in r Exam

Close Combat Mortars

Aviation Automatic Target Handoff System (ATHS) OH—SBD

Helicopter
LHX

IEW UAV (both close and short)
Lightweight GSM
Lightweight CTT

(table 2)
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CAPABILITIES ASSESSMENTiz‘:-ef

MISSION AREA: FIRE SUPPORT

TYPE DIVISION; 10th, 25m, and 29th INFANTRY DIVISIONS
’ (Force Package II and III)

TIMEFRAME NEAR TERM (90-91) MID TERM (92-97)

SCENARIO CONTINGENCY REINFonCE FWD DEPL CONTINGENCY REINFonCE FWD DEPL

THREAT Low MID HIGH Low MID HIGH

CRITERIA:

CLOSE SUPPORT OPS

- Target Acqulsltlon A A A G G/A G/A

- Command, Control, R R R G G G

Communlcatlons

- Weapons A R R G A A

- Munitions .
A R R G A A

- Support / Sustain A A A G G G

- Little acquisition capability beyond the FLOT
- Critical problems in survivability and effectiveness against a mechanizaed enemy force.
- Limited sustain/support capability in the areas of survey and meteorology.

ASSUMPTIONS/COMMENTS:
- CONTINGENCY = Rapid Deployment! Immature Theatre
- REINFORCING = Phased Depioyment/ Mature Theatre
- All assume Division deploys w/Corps slice
- Rating scheme ls Red/Amber/Green MGM? ECDCEG MDD

IIADIK EDDCE
b



MISSION AREA: FIRE SUPPORT

TYPE DIVISION: 6m and 7th INFANTRY, 82d AIRBORNE, AND 101st AIR ASSAULT DIVISIONS

(Force Package I)

CAPABILITIES ASSESSMENT

TIMEFRAME NEAR TERM (90-91) MID TERM (92-97)

SCENARIO CONTINGENCY REINFORCE Fwo DEPL CONTINGENCY REINFORCE Fwo DEPL

THREAT Low MID HIGH Low MID HIGH

CRITERIA:

CLOSE SUPPORT OPS

- Target Acqulsltlon A A A G G/A G/A

- Command, Control, G A A G G G

Communlcatlons

- Weapons G R R G A A

- Munltlons A R R G A A

- Support / Sustain A A A G G G

o Little acquisition capability beyond the FLOT
- Critical problems in survivability and effectiveness against a mechanizaed enemy force.
- Limited sustain/support capability in the areas Of survey and meteorology.

ASSUMPTIONS/COMMENTS:
. CONTINGENCY = Rapid Deployment/ Immature Theatre

e

REINFORCING = Phased Deployment/ Mature Theatre
All assume Division deploys wlCorps slice
Rating scheme Is Red/Amber/Green LUIHI7T F®ES [I’l]@

TASK IF®E



CAPABILITIES: ASSESSMENT"

MISSION AREA: FIRE SUPPORT

TYPE DIVISlON: 10m, 25m, and 29m INFANTRY DIVISIONS

(Force Package II and III)

TIMEFRAME NEAR TERM (90-91) MID TERM (92-97)

REINFORCE FWD DEPL CONTINGENCY

HIGH LOW MIDSCENARIO CONTINGENCY

THREAT
CRITERIA:

REINFORCE FWD DEPL
HIGH

COUNTERFIRE

- Target Acqulsltlon
A

- Command, Control,
G

Communlcatlons

- Weapons
A

- Munitions
A

Support l Sustain

- Target acquisition capability suffers from range, survivability, mobility.

- Critical problems in survivability and effectiveness against an artillery force.

- Limited sustain/support capability in the areas of survey and meteorology.

ASSUMPTIONS/COMMENTS:
- CONTINGENCY = Rapid Deployment/ Immature Theatre

~ REINFORCING = Phased Deployment] Mature Theatre

- All assume Dlvlsion deploys w/Corps slice
- Batlng scheme Is Red/Amber/Green {LIIQI‘HJ‘E’ FIRIIES M®

igé IFG°RIE

o



' "NCAPAB’ILWES' 7VAsSEsSMENT
'

MISSION AREA: FIRE SUPPORT

TYPE D|v|s|oN; 6th and 7th INFANTRY, 82d AIRBORNE, AND 101st AIR ASSAULT DIVISIONS

(Force Package I)

TIMEFRAME NEAR TERM (90-91) MID TERM (92-97)

SCENARIO CONTINGENCY REINFORCE Fwn DEPL CONTINGENCY HEINFonCE Fwo DEPL

THREAT
HIGH Low MID HIGH

CRITERIA:

COUNTERFIRE

- Target Acqulsltlon

A

- Command, Control,

G

Communications

- Weapons

A

- Munmons

A

Support l Sustain

- Target acquisition capability suffers from range, survivability, mobility.

- Critical problems in survivability and effectiveness against a mech artillery force.

- Limited sustain/support capability in the areas of survey and meteorology.

ASSUMPTIONS/COMMENTS:
. CONTINGENCY = Rapid Deployment/ immature Theatre

o REINFORCING = Phased Deployment/ Mature Theatre

- Ali assume Division deploys w/Corps slice

- Rating scheme is Red/AmberlGreen
EIGHT EGRCEs more

Tesla EGRCE
s


